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1 – Introduction  
Hands in the Sea is a 2-player game about the struggle between Rome and Carthage for control of Sicily, Sardinia and 

Corsica in the years 264-241 BC.  It is a game of actions.  The actions you can perform in the game are determined by 

the cards in your Hand and in your Deck. Each of the major powers has its own set of cards, though certain cards are 

shared by both players.  You may increase your range of available actions by drafting new cards and putting them into 

your Discard pile, which you will eventually draw from. 

There are 4 different types of cards - Location, Empire, Event, and Strategy cards.  Each location on the map has a 

corresponding card.  You add Location cards to your deck by settling new locations or by capturing them from your 

opponent.  Other types of cards are drafted, and most have to be paid for using Silver, the game’s currency. 

Each player starts with control of some of the locations on the board and begins the game with the corresponding 

Location cards in their Deck.  Location cards serve primarily as a resource generator, and the resources they generate 

are used to perform many of the available actions.  Locations provide a means of transport, acquiring income and 

colonists, and developing your militia and navy, as well as a starting point to launch attacks. 

Empire cards comprise several different types of cards.  Many have a military function, such as infantry or cavalry.  

Other cards enhance your available actions or could be used to harm your opponent in some way.  You need to tailor 

the cards in your deck to suit your objectives.  If you wish to develop your Towns quickly, or build Warships, then it 

will help to have more colonists in your deck.  If you want to focus on raiding your opponent’s Towns and Cities, then 

you will need to draft cavalry, and so on. 

There are neutral Empire cards and Strategy cards, both of which can be purchased by either player.  Strategy cards are 

unique in that they do not go into your deck but represent a semi-permanent ability that gives your side a special 

advantage over and above the normal rules. 

There are also Random Events which happen at the end of every turn.  These represent events that either did occur or 

plausibly could have occurred, at the time of this conflict.  Your ability to overcome various disasters during the course 

of the game will be crucial to your success. 

Each player has a Fleet that can move to various Sea Zones on the board.  There are advantages to controlling a Sea 

Zone, such as interfering with your opponent’s ability to supply or reinforce certain areas. 

The game ends if one of the Game Ending 

Conditions occurs, ranging from scoring 

enough Victory Points (VP), to a sudden 

death victory by capturing your opponent’s 

capital.  

2 – Game Components 
Game Board 

138 cards 

38 Town tokens (19 Red, 18 Blue, 1 Yellow) 

16 City tokens (9 Red, 7 Blue) 

2 Capital tokens (1 Red, 1 Blue) 

2 Fleet tokens (1 Red, 1 Blue) 

2 Battle Round tokens (1 Red, 1 Blue) 

30 Currency tokens (20 Silver, 10 Gold) 

6 Maintenance tokens (3 Red, 3 Blue) 

13 Hex Marker tokens (6 Red, 6 Blue, 1 grey) 

5 Fortification tokens 

1 Fate Token 

2 Player Aids (1 per player) 

1 Game Mat 

8 Dice (4 Red, 4 Blue)  

Figure 1 – Game Components 
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Figure 2 – Island of Sicily 

Game Board 
The board consists of a series of connected 

Cities and Towns across Africa, Corsica-

Sardinia, Italy, and Sicily.  There are also 4 

Sea Zones, each one adjacent to one of those 

regions, respectively (see Figure 2). 

The upper right corner contains the Turn 

track at the top and the Pillage track below, 

respectively (see Figure 3). 

 

The left and right side of the game board 

has an area for each Empire, i.e., Rome and Carthage.  These areas have three important tracks that are the following: 

Battle Strength, Prestige, and Warships (see Figure 4). 
 

Player Aids 
Each player has a Player Aid with a series of named spaces that are used to hold cards.  The various spaces are Roman 

& Carthaginian Battle, Strategy, Empire, Draw, Discard, and Reserve. 

Game Cards 
There are 4 types of cards, i.e., Location, Empire, Event, and Strategy cards (see Figure 6).  Location cards have a named 

location on them and have a red, blue, green, or yellow border.  All cards with a red or blue border that do not have 

named locations on them are Empire cards.  Cards with a black border are Event cards.  Cards with a purple border are 

Strategy cards. 

Players may only use Empire cards with a border that matches their Empire color, 

i.e., red for Rome and blue for Carthage.  Cards with a         symbol on them (in the 

upper left corner of the Ability box) are starting cards for each player (see Figure 5).  

Cards with a grey border are neutral Empire cards and can be drafted and used by 

either player.   

The border color for each Location card corresponds to its geographic area on the 

map in order to aid you in finding it. Location cards for locations within Italy have a red border, those in Africa have a 

blue border, those in Corsica-Sardinia have a green border, and those in Sicily have a yellow border.  The top half of a 

Location card shows connected locations and the transport required to travel there.  The icons in the Ability box are 

resources that you can use to perform various actions described on the next page under Game Card Symbols. 

Figure 4 – Carthage Empire Area 
Battle Strength track Prestige track 

Warship track 

Pillage track 

Turn track 

Figure 3 – Turn & Pillage track 

Figure 5 – Ability box 
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Game Card Symbols 
Most cards have an area at the bottom which contains text and/or symbols.  The text on a card will explain the action(s) 

that can be carried out by the card.  The symbols vary in their use and/or employment as explained below: 
 

Wagon – cards with this symbol 

allow you to travel by road. 

 
 

Bribe – cards with this symbol indicate 

a card is a Mercenary and can be 

bribed. 

Ship – cards with this symbol 

allow you to travel by sea.  They 

can also be used to reinforce a land 

battle in a coastal area. 

  

Strength – cards with this symbol can 

be used in battles.  Each symbol on a 

card counts as 1 strength point. 

 

Silver – cards with this symbol on 

it can earn an amount of Silver 

equal to the number shown on the 

coin.  Note: Gold tokens are worth 5 

Silver tokens. 

 Colonist – cards with this symbol on it 

can be played to settle a location that 

contains this symbol.  It can also be 

used to develop a Town and is 

necessary to purchase a Warship and 

non-Mercenary Heavy Infantry. 

Wine – cards with this symbol on it 

can be used in conjunction with the 

Merchant card to earn money, 2 

Silver per wine card played. 

  

Starting –cards with this symbol will 

be placed in a player’s initial Draw 

deck at the start of the game. 

 

Leader – cards with this symbol are 

Leader cards. 

 
 

Cavalry – cards with this symbol are 

Cavalry cards. 

 

Light Infantry – cards with this 

symbol are Light Infantry cards. 

 
 

Heavy Infantry – cards with this 

symbol are Heavy Infantry cards. 

Reshuffle – Event cards with this 

symbol indicate a player must 

collect all discarded Event cards 

and shuffle the entire Event deck. 

 Ownership – a Strategy card with 

these symbols indicates the card may 

only be purchased by that Empire, i.e., 

R for Rome and C for Carthage. 

 

IMPORTANT: There is only a single card for each location, and the player controlling that location will have the corresponding 

Location card.  When you capture a location owned by your opponent, he must give you that card no matter where it is: in his 

Hand, Reserve, Draw deck, Discard pile, or Empire deck.  If the card is taken from the Draw deck, reshuffle that deck immediately. 

Figure 6 – Location card / Empire card / Event card / Strategy card 
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Figure 8 – Strategy Card deck 

3 – Game Setup 
1. Choose Empire: Players select either Rome or Carthage. Both players take all of their Location and Empire 

cards with a         (starting) symbol on them, shuffle them and place them face down in their own Draw Deck 

space. Each player's starting Location cards match the red or blue 

starting areas on the map. For Rome, this is all red bordered Location 

cards, plus Messana and Catana. For Carthage, this is all blue bordered 

Location cards plus Caralis, Lilybaeum, and Panormus. In addition, the 

Carthaginian player puts the Campaign card at the bottom of his draw 

deck after shuffling. The remaining Empire cards do not need to be 

shuffled. 
 

2. Collect Silver: Rome starts with 5 Silver while Carthage starts with 6 

Silver. 
 

3. Place Fleets: Both players place their Fleet token in their respective 

Home Port space indicated by a Warship beside their Capital (see Figure 

7).  In addition, Carthage places a blue Game marker on the 2 space on the Carthaginian’s Warship track. 
 

Note: The Roman player does not start the game with any Warships. 
 

4. Place Draw decks: Set aside space beside the board for the Strategy and Random Event decks.  Then place the 

neutral Location cards (with a yellow or green border), and place the neutral Empire cards (with a grey border). 
 

Note: These cards are not shuffled, and are placed face-up.  Players may inspect these cards at any time. 
 

Shuffle the Event deck and Strategy deck 

separately and place them face down.  Draw 

the first 3 Strategy cards one at a time and 

put them face up to the right of the Strategy 

card deck (see Figure 8).  

5. Place Towns and Cities: Each player starts 

with a number of Town tokens and City 

tokens on the board.  Certain locations on 

the game board are colored red or blue to 

indicate which side initially controls them.  The Roman player places a red Town token in each red location 

except Rome and Neapolis, which start with a City disc.  The Carthaginian player places a blue Town token in 

each blue location except Carthage and Utica, which start with a City disc.  A Town token or City token 

indicates control of a location.  Finally, place a yellow Town token on Syracuse, as it starts as an independent 

location.  (See rule 4.5 – Syracuse, for more details.) 
 

6. Draw Cards: Each player then draws 5 cards from the top of their Draw deck to create their starting Hand. 

7. Place Game Markers: Each player puts one game marker (hexagon) on the “0” space of their own prestige track, 

one game marker on the “0” VP space and one next to the “10” VP space of the VP track, and one on the “0” 

space of the Pillage Track. The remaining markers are used for tracking your Fleet strength (see “Place Fleets” 

above) and your Battle Strength track. 

4 – Game Play Overview 
Players take alternating turns (called “rounds”) using their cards to take up to 2 actions each (per round) until either a 

player achieves an automatic victory or a game ending condition is met.  The Roman player always goes first. 

At the start of each round, you must first check to see if you have won or lost a land battle (see rule 5.2.3 – Resolving a 

Land Battle, for details).  After that, you must perform 2 actions, except on the first round, when both players may only 

take 1 action each.  Once you have completed your actions, if you have less than 5 cards in your Hand, draw cards from 

your Draw deck to bring your Hand up to your standard Hand size of 5 cards.  As soon as your Draw deck is 

exhausted, you must shuffle your Discard pile and place it face down in the Draw deck space on your Player Aid. 

Note: It is possible that a player could end the round with 5 or more cards in Hand, either by retrieving a Reserve card or by 

playing certain cards that allow for more cards to be drawn.  In that case, no additional cards may be drawn or discarded.  It is also 

Figure 7 – The Roman Port 
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possible that you might not be able to draw up to your maximum hand size because there aren't enough cards left in your Draw 

deck. In that case, there is no penalty, just draw as many as you can. 

Restrictions on Cards that let you draw more cards 
A player may not draw more cards than are remaining in their Draw deck when playing the Senatorial Support or 

Magistrate cards.  In this case, you do not reshuffle your Discard pile; instead, you only draw the remaining cards, 

which may include the Campaign card.  In that case, the Carthaginian player would finish out the round before 

resolving the Campaign card.  (See 4.1 – The Campaign Sequence, for more details.) 

The Importance of Locations and Location cards 
The Location cards are more or less the engine that drives most of the actions over the course of the game.  If you lose a 

location on the board due to raiding or conquest (and your opponent does not elect to settle it upon victory), the 

location is out of supply, or the location is under attack, then its corresponding Location card is effectively a “dead” 

card in your deck until you either recapture it, the battle ends, you re-establish supply, or you remove the card from 

your deck (see 4.4 – Supply, for more details). 

4.1 – The Campaign Sequence 
At any time, if the Carthaginian player draws the Campaign card, the game sequence is temporarily interrupted.  The 

Carthaginian player sets the Campaign card aside, reshuffles his Discard pile back into the Draw deck, and draws back 

up to his Hand size.  The following procedure is also performed in order: 

• Draw an Event card and resolve its effects. 

• Each player collects 1 Silver per in-supply City they 

control. 

• Each player gains VP for each neutral (grey) location, 

Syracuse, and enemy locations that they control if they 

are in supply. 
  

Example: In Figure 9, the Carthaginian player scores 6 VP 

for controlling Agrigentum, Camarina, and Syracuse. 

• The Strategy card in the #3 position is discarded, and 

the remaining face-up Strategy cards are shifted to the right so that the #2 card is now in the #3 position, and 

the #1 card is in the #2 position.  Then draw a new strategy card and place it in the #1 position (see Figure 8, in 

Game Setup). 

• The Campaign card is then placed back on the bottom of the Carthaginian player’s Draw deck, and the grey 

Turn marker is advanced 1 space on the Turn track (see Figure 3).  It is then the Roman player’s turn. 

 

Note: Triggering the Campaign Sequence has no effect on battles directly; however, Random Events may affect battles in progress. 

The Campaign card is removed from the Carthaginian player’s deck the instant one of the game ending conditions is 

met, prior to the Carthaginian player refilling his Hand (see 6.2 – Game Ending Conditions). 

Note: Because the Campaign card is set aside before drawing up to your Hand size, you cannot re-draw the Campaign card to 

cause an infinite loop.  The Roman player will always get at least 1 round in before the Campaign card can be drawn again. 

4.2 – Player Actions 

Each round, after checking to see if a land battle has been resolved, you must perform 2 actions, plus any free actions 

you wish to take. 

Exception: Each player takes only 1 action on their very first round of the game. 

Each action is a discrete event and must be resolved before you perform your next action.  You can perform most 

actions twice.  Some actions, such as pillaging or passing, may only be selected once per round.  There are some actions 

which are free actions.  These do not count toward your 2-action limit and can be performed at any time during your 

round, regardless of what other actions you perform, except that you cannot perform a free action at the resolution of a 

battle or after drawing cards at the end of your round. 

Figure 9 – Neutral Locations & Syracuse 
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Most of the time, the cards that you play are placed into your Discard pile.  If you play a card for a land battle or put a 

card in Reserve, place the card in the appropriate card space on your Player Aid.  In the case of land battles, the 

appropriate place will depend on whether you are the attacker or the defender. 

4.3 – Sea Zones 
There are 4 Sea Zones on the map that 

corresponds to a given geographical area – Africa, 

Italy, Sicily, and Corsica-Sardinia.  All coastal 

locations are considered “adjacent” to their 

corresponding Sea Zone (see Figure 10). 

Map Note: If a location is touching water, it is a 

coastal location.  The majority of locations in the game 

are coastal locations.  Only Rome, Nuaro, Enna, and 

Hippana are not coastal locations.  Also, note that all 

locations in Italy, regardless of how it may appear on 

the map, are in the Italy Sea Zone.  All locations in 

Sicily are in the Sicily Sea Zone, and so on.   

Once your Fleet contains 1 or more Warships, it 

may move out to sea, and move Sea Zone to Sea 

Zone, using the Sea Move action.  For 

convenience, each Sea Zone has its own location 

on the game board.  When you move your Fleet 

out to sea, you should put your Fleet token in the 

appropriate location.  If your Fleet is ever 

eliminated as the result of combat or a Random 

Event, then your Fleet token is immediately 

returned to your Home Port. 

Example: For 1 action, the Roman Fleet could move from its Home Port besides Rome to the Italy Sea Zone, or vice-versa.  

Similarly, the Carthaginian Fleet could move from its Home Port to the Africa Sea Zone or vice-versa. 

For future reference, if an enemy Fleet is in a Sea Zone, and you do not have a Fleet in that Sea Zone, it is considered 

“enemy-controlled.”  If you have a Fleet in a Sea Zone, and your opponent does not, then it is considered “friendly-

controlled.”  If neither or both players have a Fleet in a Sea Zone, then it is considered “uncontrolled.” 

Player’s Note: Control of a Sea Zone can affect supply (especially for Corsica-Sardinia) and your ability to settle or reinforce a 

location by sea. 

4.4 – Supply 
In order to use a Location card for an action, you must control that location (i.e., have a token there), and you must be 

able to trace a line of supply to a Supply Point.  A location can trace a line of supply over any number of land 

connections and across any number of Sea Zones, except for those that are enemy-controlled.  Supply can be traced into 

or through unoccupied areas, friendly or uncontrolled Sea Zones, and areas where a battle is taking place. 

An out of supply Location card may not be used to meet the requirement of any other card or action, e.g., it cannot be 

added to a merchant or trader action, and it cannot be used to pillage, block a raid, or initiate a naval battle.  You 

cannot reinforce an out of supply location that you control, nor raid from it.  You do not collect income from an out of 

supply location, nor do you score victory points for it during the Campaign sequence.  At the end of the game, you do 

not score VP for an out of supply location, except for captured enemy starting locations.  A Location card is effectively a 

“dead” card in your deck until its location is back in supply. However, an out of supply Location card may be 

discarded, put in the Reserve, or returned to the Empire deck. 

 

There are 4 Supply Points in the game: Rome, Carthage, Lilybaeum, and Syracuse. 

These cities can also be identified by the Supply Point symbol next to them.  

Figure 10 – Sea Zones 
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Straits 

Supply may not be traced more than 2 spaces across the straits of Messana 

in either direction.  For example, only Messana, Catana and Tyndaris can 

trace supply from Sicily to Rome by land (see Figure 11). 

Designer’s Note: This makes capturing Syracuse of high importance for the 

Roman player since the Carthaginian player could block overseas supply to Sicily 

by placing her Fleet in the Sicily or Italy Sea Zone.   

The Carthaginian player may still trace supply to Carthage or Lilybaeum, 

even if they are unoccupied.  Likewise, the Roman player may still trace 

supply to Rome, even if it is unoccupied. 

Player’s Notes: 

• Rome and Carthage could become unoccupied without triggering the 

automatic victory conditions as the result of a cavalry raid. 

• There are no Supply Points in Corsica-Sardinia, so the only way locations there can trace to a friendly Supply Point is by 

tracing across Sea Zones that are not controlled by the enemy! 

Clarification: The target location of an attack or settle action does not have to be in supply, though if acquired, its corresponding 

Location card would be useless until it becomes in supply. 

4.5 – Syracuse 
Syracuse must be captured before it can be used as a Supply Point.  Its Town token is removed if it is captured.  Until 

then, it is considered enemy-controlled territory for both players.  The Town token itself is not worth any VP (at the end 

of the game), and winning the battle at Syracuse does not grant you a Prestige point. 

Neither player may trace supply to Syracuse while it is neutral or unoccupied, though either player may trace through 

Syracuse if it is unoccupied.  Neither player may raid or pillage Syracuse while it is neutral. 

A player may attack Syracuse the same way he would attack any other enemy location.  However, your opponent may 

NOT reinforce the defense of Syracuse, nor may your opponent attack Syracuse if a battle is already taking place there. 

Designer’s Note: Historically, Rome and Syracuse fought briefly before Syracuse sought terms and then aided the Romans in their 

war effort. 

4.6 – Strategy Cards 
Unlike most Empire cards, when you purchase a Strategy card, it does not go into 

your Discard pile and is never shuffled into your Draw deck.  These cards are placed 

face up in the “Strategy Card” area on your Player Aid.  

Strategy cards provide a continuous ability that allows a player to break the normal 

rules while that card is in play.  For example, a player may normally only put up to 

5 cards in Reserve.  If a player purchases the Deep Reserve Strategy card, then they 

may put up to 7 cards in reserve, instead (see Figure 12). 

You may never own more than a single Strategy card at any time.  If you already 

have a Strategy card and wish to purchase another, then you must first discard your 

current Strategy card, which requires an action. 

Note: Certain Strategy cards can only be purchased by a specific Empire.  If the cost has an 

“R” icon, then only Rome may purchase that card.  If the cost has a “C” icon, then only 

Carthage may purchase that card. 

See the individual Strategy cards for details of their effects. 

Figure 11 – Straits Example 

Figure 12 – Strategy card 
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4.7 – Random Events 

A Random Event happens at the end of the turn when the Carthaginian player 

draws the Campaign card.  The top card from the Event deck is flipped over, and its 

effects are resolved.  Most events only affect a single player, and a die must be 

rolled to determine which player is affected.  The numbers on the card represent the 

numbers that affect that player, expressed as a range. 

Thus, an Event card with “Carthage 1-2 / Rome 3-6” (see Figure 13)  means that the 

Carthaginian player is affected on a roll of 1 or 2, while the Roman player is affected 

on a roll of 3, 4, 5, or 6. 

In some cases, the event is not applicable to one or both players.  In this case, there 

may be an alternate penalty.  If there is no alternate penalty listed, then ignore the 

Random Event. 

Example: If the Carthaginian player was hit by the Leader Dies event but did not have a 

Leader card in his Hand, Reserve, or in a battle, then he would randomly discard a card from 

his Hand instead. 

Example: If the Roman player was hit by the Traitor event, but the Roman player 

was not involved in a battle in a fortified area and did not control a location with a 

Fortification disc, then the event would be ignored, and the game would continue.  

IMPORTANT: If an Event card has a Reshuffle symbol in the upper right corner, 

then the player must collect all discarded Event cards (including the card just 

drawn) and shuffle the entire Event deck (see Figure 13). 

Some Strategy Cards have black capitalized text on the bottom that 

indicates how they modify certain Random Events when that Random 

Event is drawn. Likewise, some Random Events indicate how they are 

modified by certain Strategy cards (see Figure 14). 

5 – Actions 
 

Expansive Actions (5.1) 
Each player should strive to expand their empire.  The 

following actions allow you to do this in some way: 

• Settle a Location (5.1.1) 

• Develop a Location (5.1.2) 

• Fortify a Location (5.1.3) 

Aggressive Actions (5.2) 
These actions involve players in some form of conflict: 

• Attack a Location (5.2.1) 

• Reinforce a Land Battle (5.2.2) 

• Cavalry Raid (5.2.4) 

• Engage Enemy Fleet (5.2.5) 

• Bribery (5.2.6) 

Financial Actions (5.3) 
These actions allow you to gain Silver: 

• Take Money (5.3.1) 

• Trader (5.3.2) 

• Merchant (5.3.3) 

• Pillage (5.3.4) 

 Card Management Actions (5.4) 
These actions allow you to manage cards in some manner: 

• Draft Empire Card (5.4.1) 

• Discard Card(s) (5.4.2) 

• Return Card to Empire Deck (5.4.3) 

• Reserve 1 Card (5.4.4) 

• Retrieve Card(s) from your Reserve (5.4.5)  

Note: There are also Empire cards that allow you to manage 

your cards in various ways.  See the card descriptions for details. 

Strategy Actions (5.5) 
These actions apply to the management of Strategy cards: 

• Buy Strategy Card (5.5.1) 

• Discard Strategy Card (5.5.2) 

• Cycle Strategy Cards (5.5.3) 

Other Actions (5.6) 
• Sea Move (5.6.1) 

• Withdraw from a Siege (5.6.2) 

• Build a Warship (5.6.3) 

• Pass (5.6.4)  

Figure 14 – Storms at Sea event 

Figure 13 – Event card 
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5.1 – Expansive Actions 
 

5.1.1 – Settle a Location 

This action allows the player to place a Town token in an unoccupied location.  The player must first play a Location 

card that connects to the location that is to be settled.  Each Location card has a list of locations that it connects to.  It 

also shows the type of transport required to reach those locations, which will either be a Ship or a Wagon symbol.  The 

player must then play a second (and possibly a third) card to pay its transport cost. 

In the case of land connections over a regular road, any card with a Wagon symbol on it may be used to pay the 

transport cost.  In the case of land connections over a rough road, or the straits of Messana, then any 2 cards with a 

Wagon symbol on it must be used to pay the transport cost.  In the case of naval connections, the second card must 

have a Ship symbol in the bottom portion of the card to pay the transport cost.  If the location that is to be settled has a 

Colonist symbol on it, then the player must also play a card that has a Colonist symbol on it. 

Once the necessary cards have been played, the player then places a Town token in the newly settled location, takes the 

matching Location card from the Location cards that were set to the side at the start of the game and places it on top of 

his Discard pile. 

IMPORTANT: Please do not forget to take the newly settled Location card! 

Example: The Roman player wishes to settle Tyndaris.  To do so, she plays the Messana Location card since it is connected by 

land to Tyndaris.  She must then play a card with a Wagon symbol on it, so she uses the Velia card.  She then places a Town token 

in Tyndaris and places the Tyndaris Location card on the top of her Discard pile. 

Example: The Carthaginian player wishes to settle Agrigentum.  To do so, he plays the Heraclea Location card since it is 

connected by land to Agrigentum.  He must then play a card with a Wagon symbol on it, so he uses the Hadrumetum card.  Since 

Agrigentum contains a Colonist symbol, he must also play a card with a Colonist symbol on it, so he uses the Hippo Acra card.  

He then places a Town token in Agrigentum and places the Agrigentum Location card on the top of his Discard pile. 

Restrictions on settling 
You may not settle a location using a naval connection if its Sea Zone is enemy-controlled. 

5.1.2 – Develop a Location 

A Town token in a location represents a Town, and a City token represents a City.  To construct a City, you must first 

have a Town token in the location, and the location must be in supply.  If these conditions are met, you can use an 

action to play a Location card that matches the desired location, along with a second card that has a Colonist symbol on 

it.  The Town token is then returned to the player’s stock and replaced with a City token to represent that a City has 

been constructed.  A developed location has 2 benefits during the game: 1 Silver at the end of each Campaign and 1 VP 

at the end of the game. 

IMPORTANT: Only locations that are worth 2 or more VP may be developed into a City.  These locations have a gold VP symbol 

beside them.  These locations also have a Colonist symbol beside them.  For example, both Messana and Rhegium are worth 2 VP 

and can be developed into a City (see Figure 11). 

Each player has a limited number of tokens, which in turn imposes a limit on the number of locations that can be 

developed.  The game ends if a player develops and plays his last City token (see 6.2 – Game Ending Conditions). 

Example: The Roman player wishes to develop Pisa.  She must play the Pisa Location card and then a second card that has a 

Colonist symbol on it.  She chooses to play the Rome Location card as her second card.  She then replaces the Town token in Pisa 

with a City token.  Note that the Roman player could NOT develop Cosa since it is only worth 1 VP. 

Designer’s Note: The areas in the game were already populated at the start of the conflict, and the timescale of the game does not 

generally reflect a small town developing into a city.  Rather, you should think of towns and cities as loose or tight political, 

economic, and military control, respectively. 

5.1.3 – Fortify a Location 

To fortify a location, the player must play a Fortification card (which must be drafted first) and the Location card for 

the desired location to be fortified and pay 3 Silver to the bank.  The player then places a Fortification token beside the 

City token or Town token in the desired location.  A location can only have 1 Fortification token on it. 
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IMPORTANT: This action cannot be selected if all of the available Fortification tokens are already on the map. 

Effects of Fortifications 
A fortified location starts a battle with 2 additional Strength points.  These locations are also immune to cavalry raids 

and pillaging.  Fortifications also negatively affect certain units in battle.  For example, War Elephants suffer a penalty 

to their Strength die roll when played in a siege.  Cavalry are half-strength when played in a siege, i.e., it requires 2 

cavalry Strength points to generate 1 Battle Strength point. 

Restriction: A Fortification token cannot be added to a location where a battle is taking place. 

Note: A siege is a battle in a fortified area, (see 5.2 – Aggressive Actions). 

5.2 – Aggressive Actions 
To take control of an unoccupied location, the player must settle it.  However, if it is enemy-controlled, then the 

location must be attacked before it can be settled.  If successful, the player will either take control of the opponent’s 

location or leave it unoccupied.  Battles are fought over a series of rounds, with a maximum number of rounds per 

battle.  In unfortified areas, the battle is over at the end of 4 rounds.  In fortified areas, the battle is over at the end of 6 

rounds. 

IMPORTANT: A battle in an unfortified area is defined as a “field battle,” whereas a battle in a fortified area is a “siege.” 

5.2.1 – Attack a Location 

A Location card must be played that connects to the intended attacking location, then cards must be played to pay the 

necessary transport costs (similar to settling a location.)  Finally, a card must be played that has at least 1 Sword symbol 

on it.  The Location cards used to launch the attack should be placed on the attacking player’s Discard pile.  The card 

with the Sword symbol(s) on it must be placed on the attacking player’s Battle Card space.  If the attacking player is 

Roman, then place the card in the Roman Battle Card space (on the Roman Player Aid); if the attacking player is 

Carthaginian, place the card in the Carthaginian Battle Card space (on the Carthaginian Player Aid). 

Designer’s Note: To the Carthaginian Player, leading with War Elephants can be hazardous! 

The attacking player places their Battle Round token (red for Rome and 

blue for Carthage) pointing near the location that is being attacked with 

the ‘1’ round indicator facing up, signifying which round of the battle it 

is in and where the battle is located (see Figure 15).  The Battle Strength 

marker is now adjusted according to the initial strength of both sides.  

Players use their own Battle Strength track, e.g., if you are the Roman 

player, then you would use the Roman Battle track for battles in which 

you are the attacker. 

To set the initial strengths, place the Battle Strength marker in the ‘1’ 

space in favor of the defender.  Every location has intrinsic defense 

strength of 1 (by default).  Move the marker 2 additional spaces in the 

defender’s favor if there is a Fortification token in the location.  Lastly, 

move the marker 1 space in the defender’s favor if a defense modifier appears next to the location.  This is the 

defender’s initial strength.  Now move the marker a number of spaces in favor of the attacker according to the military 

strength of the card that was initially used in the attack, i.e., the number of Sword symbols on the card. 

The battle is now underway.  The Battle Round token will increase by 1 in each subsequent round, at the start of the 

attacking player’s round.  Rotate the token to indicate the current round.  The battle lasts until one player wins it, 

withdraws from it, or it ends automatically.  The Battle track length is finite and can never exceed the values printed on 

the track. 

The Location card of the area where a battle occurs may not be used for any action, though it can still be discarded, 

reserved, or returned to the Empire deck. 

Clarification: Do not confuse the Battle Round token with the Battle Strength marker.  The token is placed onto the map to 

indicate where the battle is taking place and also what round the battle is in.  The marker is located on the Battle track, which shows 

whether a player is winning or losing a battle. 

Figure 15 – Battle Round token example 
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Restrictions on Attacking 
A player may not initiate more than a single battle at a time but may be involved in a simultaneous battle that the 

opponent initiated.  Also, a player may not attack (or reinforce) a location by sea if its Sea Zone is enemy-controlled; 

however, a player could still attack it using a land connection. 

Example: The Sicily Sea Zone is currently uncontrolled, so the Roman player decides to attack Lilybaeum.  The Roman player 

plays the Agrigentum card (which is connected to Lilybaeum by sea), a card with a Ship symbol on it (the Neapolis Location 

card), and a card with 2 Sword symbols on it (a Roman Legion card).  The Roman player places the battle round marker (with the 

round ‘1’ indicator up) next to Lilybaeum, and his first 2 cards (Agrigentum and Neapolis) go into his Discard pile, while his 

Roman Legion card goes into his Roman Battle Card space on his Player Aid. 

Lilybaeum has an intrinsic defense of 1; however, it also has a Defense Bonus, so the Battle Strength marker initially starts in the 

‘2’ space in Carthage’s favor.  The Roman player then adjusts the marker 2 spaces to the right to reflect the 2 strength points from 

the Roman Legion card that was played.  The marker is now on the grey ‘0’ space.  As a second action, the Roman player decides to 

Reinforce the battle at Lilybaeum (see 5.2.2 – Reinforce a Land Battle), plays a cavalry card, and then plays Consul as a free 

action.  The Roman player places both cards in the Roman Battle Card space and adjusts the Battle Strength marker 2 more spaces 

to the right: 1 for the cavalry, and 1 for the leader.  The marker is now on the red ‘2’ space (see Figure 16). 

 

5.2.2 – Reinforce a Land Battle 

To increase your strength in a land battle, whether as an attacker or defender, play a card that has 1 or more Military 

symbols on it.  A “Military symbol” is either a sword or, in the case of coastal locations, a ship.  Increase the Battle 

Strength marker a number of spaces, towards your Empire color, equal to the number of Military symbols on the card 

(see example below).  If there are 2 battles in progress, then the player may choose which one to use the card for. 

Example: In Figure 16, if the Roman player were to play a Legion I card, which has 2 Sword symbols, then he would move the 

Battle Strength marker to the red 4 space. 

The card played must be placed on your Player Mat, in the corresponding Battle card space.  For example, if the 

Romans are the attackers and you are the Carthaginian player, then you would place your card in the Roman Battle 

Card space on your Player Aid.  This includes Location cards that you play for their military strength. 

IMPORTANT: You can only reinforce locations that you can trace to a friendly supply point. 

A Fortification card can be used to reinforce a battle, but only by the defending player.  When played this way, it has a 

strength of 1.   

A card with a Ship symbol has a military strength of 1 if it is used in a combat that occurs in a coastal location and is 

considered a “Military symbol” for purposes of combat. 

IMPORTANT: A player may not reinforce a coastal location with a ship if its Sea Zone is enemy-controlled. 

If a Location card has both a Ship symbol and a Military symbol, then a player may only use one of those for battle, not 

both.  Normally, it does not matter which symbol a player chooses (they both provide 1 strength).  However, the player 

must choose the Sword symbol instead of the Ship symbol if the location’s Sea Zone is enemy-controlled. 

Adding a Leader card to a land battle is a free action, and the leader immediately adds its strength to the battle. 

Player’s Note: The supply and Sea Zone control rules make invasions of Africa and Italy very difficult.  They are meant to be.  

Historically there was only a single invasion of Africa, and none of Italy, during the entire war. 

Designer’s Note: The location where a battle occurs is considered to have been committed to the battle at the outset.  This is why 

defending locations have an intrinsic defense. 

  

Figure 16 – Battle track example 
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Combined Arms 
If a player has a Heavy Infantry card, a Light Infantry card, and a Cavalry card, all involved in the same battle, the 

player receives a +1 strength bonus to that battle.  The bonus is applied as soon as the third card that matches the 

criteria is played. 

This bonus only applies to field battles, not sieges, and may only be applied once per battle. 

Note: Every Light or Heavy Infantry, Cavalry, and Leader card has a symbol in the upper right corner that indicates its card type.   

Example: The Carthaginian player (attacker) initiates a field battle against the Roman player (defender) at Thermae.  The 

attacker’s first action is to play Panormus, Hadrumetum (to pay the connection cost), and Greek Mercenaries (a Heavy Infantry 

card) for 2 strength.  The attacker’s second action is to play Ligurian Infantry (a Light Infantry card) for 1 strength.  The 

defending player adds a Legion during his round.  During the next round, the attacker’s first action is to add a Numidian 

Cavalry card to the battle for +1 strength.  Since the attacking player now has combined arms (Heavy Infantry, Light Infantry, 

and Cavalry), an additional +1 strength is immediately marked on the Battle track. 

Losing a Location during Battle 
It is possible that a Location card committed to a battle is then later lost during the battle.  If this occurs, then the 

Location card is removed from the battle and put in your opponent’s Discard pile; however, it does not affect the battle 

already in progress, i.e., you do not lose any strength points on the Battle track. 

5.2.3 – Resolving a Land Battle 

At the start of each round, the player must check the battle tracks to see whether or not a land battle has been won.  

Battles can end either because a player has sufficient strength to win immediately at the start of a round, or because the 

maximum number of rounds has elapsed. 

Winning as the Attacker 
In a land battle, if the attacker’s Battle Strength marker shows an advantage in strength of 2 or more at the start of the 

attacker’s round, (i.e., the marker is in the attacker’s Empire color, see Figure 16), then the attacker has won the battle. 

Remove the defender’s Town token or City token from the location attacked and retain it (they are worth victory points 

at the end of the game).  Remove any Fortification token in the location and return it to the stock. 

If the location attacked does not have a Colonist symbol on it, then the winning player may immediately place a Town 

token in that location.  If it does have a Colonist symbol in it, and the winning player would like to Settle the location, 

he may immediately play a card from his Hand that has a Colonist symbol on it to place a Town token in that location. 

If a Town token is placed on the location, then the winning player receives the Location card from the opponent and 

places it on top of the Discard pile.  This does not count as an action. 

Note: You are never forced to settle a location where a battle is won.  Settlement is always optional. 

If a location is captured, the defender must give the attacker that Location card.  If the card is in the defender’s Draw 

deck, reshuffle the Draw deck afterward.  If it was in the defender’s Reserve, there is no Silver cost to remove it. 

If not settled, then the location remains unoccupied, and the defender retains the Location card, although it is now 

treated as if it were out of supply.  If your opponent settles the location later in the game, the corresponding Location 

card is immediately turned over. 

Winning as the Defender 
In a land battle, if the defender has an advantage in military strength of 1 or more at the start of the defender’s round 

(or after the maximum number of rounds have elapsed), then the defender wins the battle and retains control of the 

location.   

Draws 
At the start of a round, if the maximum number of Battle Rounds has elapsed, and neither side has won the battle, i.e., 

the battle marker is in the grey ‘0’ or ‘1’ spaces, then the battle ends.  The defender retains control of the location. 

Prestige 
The winner of a battle gains 1 Prestige point.  Increase the marker on the Prestige track, up to a maximum of 8.  These 

points are counted as VP at the end of the game.  Neither player would gain Prestige if the battle was a draw. 
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Battle Losses and Cavalry Superiority 
The losing player must return a non-Location card that was involved in the battle back to the Empire deck.  For sieges, 

the loser selects the card that is lost.  For field battles, if the winning player finished the battle with more cavalry 

strength points, he selects which card is lost; otherwise, the losing player selects.  If the losing player had only Location 

cards in the battle, then no card is lost. 

If the battle resulted in a draw, then both players lose a card of their choice from the cards that were involved in the 

battle.  Cavalry superiority is ignored in the event of a draw. 

Designer’s Note: In the ancient world, having an advantage in cavalry could exacerbate victory and mitigate losses in defeat.  In 

victory, it was used to pursue and cut down individual soldiers running from the battle.  In defeat, it was used to harass enemy 

forces that would often break formation in an effort to pursue retreating infantry. 

Neither the Roman Dictator card nor the Carthaginian Mercenary General card can be taken as a loss.  The infantry 

card that is part of the Roman initial Draw deck can be taken as a loss. 

Designer’s Note: The Dictator and Mercenary General cards are automatically returned to their respective Empire deck at the 

end of the battle.  That is the reason why they cannot be taken as a loss. 

After losses have been taken, both players return all their remaining cards involved in the battle to their Discard pile, 

and the attacker’s Battle Round token is retrieved. 

5.2.4 – Cavalry Raid 

A player may use the cavalry raid action to capture an enemy Town token or City token from an enemy-controlled 

location without attempting to attack it.  To launch a cavalry raid, the player plays 1 or more cards that states it can be 

used to raid.  Playing a single card allows the player to raid a location that is directly connected by road to a location 

that is under the player’s control.  Each additional eligible card played increases the range by 1 connection.  Hence, if 2 

cavalry cards are played, then the raided location can be up to 2 connections away. 

Example: The Carthaginian player could raid Thermae or Hippana from Panormus using a single cavalry card.  A raid against 

Tyndaris from Panormus would require the play of 2 eligible cards. 

Note: The player does not play Location cards to launch a cavalry raid, nor does the player need to play any transport symbols. 

Cavalry raids are unaffected by rough connections or by the intrinsic defensive bonus that some locations have; 

however, the player cannot raid across the straits of Messana. 

A player can raid beyond a location that contains an enemy Town token or City disc.  However, the player cannot raid 

into or through a location that has a Fortification token in it.  Also, the player may not raid into, from, or through a 

location where a battle is taking place, or from a location that is not in supply. 

The opposing player has the opportunity to block a raid by playing a card from their Hand that either states that it can 

block a raid, or by playing the Location card for the location that is being raided (if it is in supply).  The card used to 

block the raid is then placed into the Discard pile. 

Clarification: Your opponent can block a raid against an out of supply location but cannot use that location’s card to do it. 

If the raid is not blocked, then the raiding player takes the Town token or City token from the raided location.  If a City 

token is taken from the location, then the opponent replaces it with a Town token from their stock, i.e., a City becomes a 

Town after a successful raid.  The raiding player retains the token, and it will score VP at the end of the game. 

If the opposing player does not have a Town token available to replace a City token, then the location becomes 

unoccupied.  In the unlikely event that Rome or Carthage becomes unoccupied as the result of a raid, the game is not 

automatically won.  However, a player would win by taking the Settle a Location action in the opposing player’s 

unoccupied home City at a later point in the game, unless the opposing player resettles it first. 

5.2.5 – Engage Enemy Fleet 

A player can attack an enemy Fleet if his Fleet is in the same Sea Zone.  This action requires the player to play a card 

with a Ship symbol on it.  The player cannot engage an enemy Fleet if they built a Warship earlier in the same round. 
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Each player simultaneously rolls a die for every ship in their Fleet.  For every 5 or 6 that a player rolls, 1 enemy ship is 

sunk.  Whoever sinks the most enemy ships wins the battle and gains a Prestige point.  If there is a tie, or there are no 

surviving ships for either player, then it is a draw, and neither player receives a Prestige point. 

Exception: If one player’s entire Fleet is sunk and the other player has at least one surviving ship, then the player with the 

surviving ship(s) wins the battle and gains the Prestige point, regardless of the number of actual ships sunk. 

If a Fleet is destroyed, return its Fleet token to its Home Port.  Otherwise, the loser of the naval battle must choose to 

either retreat his Fleet to an adjacent Sea Zone that contains a friendly port or send it to his Home Port (regardless of 

whether or not it is adjacent).  If the battle was a draw, then neither player is forced to retreat, though the defending 

player has the option to do so. 

Example: A Carthaginian Fleet of 4 ships engages a Roman Fleet of 5 ships in the Corsica-Sardinia Sea Zone.  The Carthaginian 

player rolls a total of 4 dice, rolling a 1, 3, 5, and 6, for a total of 2 hits.  The Roman player rolls 5 dice but rolls 1, 2, 2, 4, and 5, for 

a total of one hit.  As a result, 2 Roman Warships and 1 Carthaginian Warship are destroyed.  The Carthaginian player wins the 

battle since he sunk the most enemy ships and scores 1 Prestige point.  The Roman player must now retreat to the Italy Sea Zone or 

back to his Home Port.  The Roman player could not retreat to the Africa Sea Zone because he does not control a coastal location in 

Africa. 

Example 2: A Roman Fleet of 2 ships engages a Carthaginian Fleet of 3 ships.  The Roman player gets lucky and rolls a 5 twice for 

2 hits.  The Carthaginian player rolls 6 twice and also a 3 for 2 hits.  Although they each destroyed the same number of ships (which 

would normally be a draw), the entire Roman Fleet was sunk, and the Carthaginian player has 1 ship remaining.  Therefore, the 

Carthaginian player wins the battle and gains a Prestige point.  The Roman Fleet token is returned to its Home Port. 

Leaders in Naval Combat 
Leader cards in your Hand may be added to the naval combat.  This is a free action and may be done by both players.  

The attacker first announces whether or not leader(s) will be added to the battle, then the defender.  Each leader rolls 1 

die per Sword symbol on the Leader card(s) and hits on a 4-6, except the Roman Praetor, which hits on a 5-6.  Roll these 

dice separately from the dice rolled for the Warships. 

Example 3: A Roman Fleet of 4 ships engages a Carthaginian Fleet of 4 ships.  The Roman player has a Consul in his Hand, and 

the Carthaginian player has a General in his.  Both commit their leaders to the naval battle.  The Roman player rolls 4 dice for the 

ships, rolling a 1, 4, 5 and 6.  The 5 and 6 are hits.  The Roman player rolls a die for the leader separately.  The result is a 4, which 

is a hit.  The Roman player has scored a total of 3 hits. 

The Carthaginian player rolls 4 dice and rolls a 2, 4, 4, and 6.  Only the 6 is a hit.  The Carthaginian player played a General, and 

receives an additional die, and rolls a 3 (a miss).  So, the Carthaginian player sinks one enemy ship.  The Roman player wins the 

battle (3 hits to 1), gains 1 Prestige point, and the Carthaginian Fleet must retreat. 

After a naval battle, if the Dictator and Mercenary General cards were played, then they are returned to that player's 

Empire deck.  Any other type of Leader card that was committed to the naval battle is sent to the Discard pile.  

However, if an entire Fleet is destroyed, then that player returns any Leader cards committed to the naval battle to the 

Empire deck instead. 

Corvus Empire Card 
If the Roman player possesses the Corvus strategy card (see Figure 17), any Infantry 

cards from the Reserve may be committed to the naval battle at no cost, up to a 

maximum of 1 Infantry card per ship.  The intention to include infantry in the battle, 

and the quantity, must be announced after leaders have been added, but before any 

dice are rolled.  Set any committed Infantry cards to the side as a reminder. 

The Roman player then rolls an additional die for each Infantry card that was 

committed to the naval battle.  Light Infantry cards hit on a 5 or higher and Heavy 

Infantry cards hit on a 3 or higher.  Roll the dice for each type of infantry, light or 

heavy, separately. 

Figure 17 – Corvus card 
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Figure 18 – Financial Actions 

If the Roman player committed at least 1 Infantry card and wins the naval combat, then 1 enemy Warship is considered 

captured.  Immediately add 1 free Warship to the Roman Fleet.  

If the Roman player does not have enough ships remaining at the end of the naval battle to carry the Infantry cards, 

(i.e., if there are fewer Roman Warships remaining than there are Infantry cards that were committed to the battle), 

then the excess Infantry cards are eliminated and those cards are returned to Rome’s Empire deck.  Any remaining 

infantry is sent to the Roman player's discard pile. 

5.2.6 - Bribery 

A successful bribe can reduce your opponent’s available cards for play.  A player plays a card that has the bribe ability 

and pays 1 Silver.  The opponent may block this with a card that states it can block a bribe.  The blocking card must be 

played from the opponent’s Hand, not from the Reserve or a card currently used in battle.  The card used to block is 

placed on the opponent’s Discard pile. 

Note: Blocking a bribe is a free action. 

If a bribe is not blocked, then the opponent must select a card from his Hand or Reserve that is marked with the Bribe 

symbol (typically Mercenary cards) and return it to the respective Empire deck.  Cards that are already engaged in a 

battle are not subject to bribery. 

If your opponent does not have a card that can be bribed and proves it by revealing the cards in his Hand, then the 

action is wasted. 

5.3 – Financial Actions 
 

5.3.1 – Take Money 

The player plays one Location card and takes a number of Silver from the bank 

equal to the value indicated on the coin in the Ability box at the bottom of the card. 

Example: In Figure 18, a player using this action would receive 3 Silver from this card. 

5.3.2 – Trader 

Play 1 card with a Ship symbol on it followed by playing 1 or 2 Location cards that have a Silver value in the Ability 

box at the bottom of the card.  Take the total amount of Silver indicated on the Location card(s) from the bank. 

5.3.3 – Merchant 

Play the Merchant card followed by playing one or more Location cards that have the Wine symbol.  For each card with 

the Wine symbol played, take 2 Silver from the bank. 

5.3.4 – Pillage 

Play a card with a Ship symbol to pillage an adjacent, enemy-controlled coastal location with your Fleet, or pillage an 

enemy-controlled coastal location in an adjacent Sea Zone by playing a second card with a Ship symbol.  If successful, 

the player takes a number of Silver from the opponent equal to half the number of ships in the player’s Fleet, rounded 

down.  If the opponent does not have enough money, take the difference from the bank. 

Restriction: A player may only select the pillage action once per round. 

If the location is in supply, then the opponent may block a pillage attempt by playing the card of the location being 

pillaged, a Fortification card, or the Triremes card.  If the location is out of supply, then the opponent may block a 

pillage attempt with only a Fortification or Triremes card. 

A player may not pillage a location that is fortified, or that has an enemy Fleet in its Sea Zone, or in which a field battle 

or siege is currently being fought.  However, a player can pillage a location in an adjacent Sea Zone containing an 

enemy Fleet only if your Fleet is also in the current Sea Zone (see Example 2 on the next page). 

If a player successfully pillages the 

opponent, move the Pillage marker 1 

space to the right on the Pillage track 

(see Figure 19).  When the marker 

enters the ‘3’, ‘5’ or ‘8’ space on the 

track, immediately subtract the 
Figure 19 – Pillage track 
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indicated number of VP from the opponent’s score.  If the pillage marker reaches the ‘8’ space, then reset the marker to 

the ‘0’ space. 

Note: The points subtracted from the opponent are cumulative, e.g., if the pillage marker is on the ’5’ space, then the opponent has 

lost a total of 3 VP. 

Example 1: The Carthaginian Fleet, consisting of 5 Warships, is in the Sicily Sea Zone while the Roman Fleet is still in port.  The 

Carthaginian player decides to pillage Messana and uses the Hippo Acra Location card (which has a Ship symbol on it) to pay for 

the action.  The Roman player does not have a card that can block the pillage, and so must give 2 Silver (5 divided by 2, rounded 

down) to the Carthaginian player. 

Example 2: Both the Carthaginian Fleet and the Roman Fleet are in the Sicily Sea Zone.  The Carthaginian player cannot pillage 

Messana since the Roman Fleet is in its Sea Zone.  As a result, the Carthaginian player pays 2 ships (Utica and Hippo Acra) to 

raid Temesa instead, since the Roman Fleet is not in the Italy Sea Zone.  However, the Roman player happens to have the Temesa 

Location card and plays it to block the pillage attempt. 

5.4 – Card Management Actions 
 

5.4.1 – Draft an Empire Card 

The player selects an Empire card from his available Empire cards, pays the card’s cost (if any) and places it onto his 

Discard pile.  The upper left corner of the card will indicate the cost in Silver to be paid to the bank.  The player can 

never take a card with a border of the opponent’s color.  The player may draft controlled Location cards that were sent 

to the Empire deck, even if out of supply. 

Some Heavy Infantry Empire cards have a manpower cost, represented by a Colonist symbol on the 

card, in addition to its Silver cost.  When drafted, such a card requires you to discard a card with a 

Colonist symbol from your Hand.  Otherwise, the card may not be purchased. 

Designer’s Note: For Rome, raising legions required drawing from its substantial, but not unlimited, 

manpower pool.  Carthage, on the other hand, relied mostly on mercenaries. 

Emergency Levy 
When drafting an Infantry, Cavalry, or Leader card from your Empire deck or the neutral Empire deck, you may pay 

double its Silver cost to place the card on top of your Draw deck instead of putting the card in your Discard pile.  Other 

types of cards, such as Senatorial Support, Fortification, Siege Engine, etc., cannot be purchased in this manner. 

Note: Manpower costs are not doubled when using Emergency Levy. 

5.4.2 – Discard Cards 

The player may discard 1 or more cards from their Hand.  Discarded cards are placed into the player’s Discard pile.  

The cost in Silver to discard cards is progressive, starting at 0 Silver for the first card, and increasing by 1 Silver for each 

additional card. 

Example: Discarding a single card costs a player no Silver. Discarding two cards costs 1 Silver (0 + 1). Discarding three cards 

costs 3 Silver (0 + 1 + 2). 

5.4.3 – Return Card to Empire deck 

The player may put a card from his Hand back into the Empire deck.  If a Location card is selected, then return the card 

to your Empire deck if you control that location or into the Neutral Empire card area if the location is unoccupied.  

Either player can draft Neutral Empire cards that are returned to the Empire deck. 

Restrictions: This action may only be selected once per round.  The Rome or Carthage Location cards can never be returned to 

the Empire deck. 

5.4.4 – Reserve a Card 

Your Reserve gives you the flexibility to place cards to the side without burying them in your Discard pile or 

permanently removing them so that they can be easily retrieved later when they may be more useful. 

Select any card from your Hand (including a Location) and place it face up in the box marked “Reserve” on your Player 

Aid.  A player’s Reserve can only hold 5 cards.  Cards in your Reserve are placed face-up and are public information 

(unless playing with the optional Hidden Reserve rule). 
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5.4.5 – Retrieve Your Reserve 

As a free action, the player may retrieve the cards in his Reserve and place them back in their Hand.  All cards in the 

Reserve must be retrieved, and the player must pay 1 Silver for each card retrieved. 

Note: It is possible to exceed your Hand size at the end of the round as a result of retrieving cards in Reserve. 

5.5 – Strategy Actions 
 

5.5.1 – Buy Strategy Card 

Pay 0, 1, or 2 Silver, in addition to the card cost, to purchase an available Strategy 

card.  A Strategy card in the #1 position costs 2 additional Silver, in the #2 position it 

costs 1 additional Silver, and a card in the #3 position costs no additional Silver.  

Place this card face-up on your Player Aid in the appropriate area.  Strategy cards 

with an Ownership symbol in the cost may only be purchased by that Empire.  

Example: The Carthaginian player wishes to purchase the Celtic Allies card (see Figure 

20), which is in the #1 position.  The cost of the card is 4 Silver and an additional 2 Silver 

because it is in the #1 position.  The Carthaginian player must pay a total of 6 Silver to buy 

this card.  The Roman player can never purchase this card because it has a Carthaginian 

Ownership symbol on it. 

After purchasing a card, shift the remaining cards to the right, draw a new card and 

place it in the #1 position.  Reshuffle the discarded Strategy cards if there are no 

remaining cards in the deck. 

You may not purchase a Strategy card if you already have a Strategy card in play, 

though you can discard it and buy another one later on (see 5.5.2 – Discard Strategy Card). 

5.5.2 – Discard Strategy Card 

You may discard your Strategy card if you have one in play. 

Note: You must take this action before purchasing a new Strategy card, i.e., changing your Strategy card requires 2 actions. 

5.5.3 – Cycle Strategy Cards 

Discard 1, 2, or 3 Strategy cards on the Strategy card track; however, you must pay 1 Silver to discard the card in the #2 

position and an additional 2 Silver to discard the card in the #1 position (see Figure 21).  Shift any remaining face-up 

cards to the right and draw a new Strategy card for each card that was discarded, placing them right to left on the 

Player mat.  Reshuffle the discarded Strategy cards the moment there are no remaining cards in the deck.  

IMPORTANT: If you are cycling more than 1 Strategy card, you must cycle them in right to left order, i.e., you must cycle the 

card in the #3 position before cycling the card in the #2 position.  

Player’s Note: Not only is cycling the Strategy cards a good way to find a specific card you are looking for, but it is also a good 

way to deny a card that your opponent may have wanted! 

Figure 20 – Celtic Allies card 

Figure 21 – Strategy Card deck 
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Note: At the end of each turn (in the Campaign Sequence), a Strategy card is automatically cycled. 

5.6 – Other Actions 
 

5.6.1 – Sea Move 

A player may move the Fleet token from his Home Port to its connected Sea Zone, or from its current Sea Zone to an 

adjacent Sea Zone, or its Home Port.  An “adjacent” Sea Zone is one that is connected by arrows to your current Sea 

Zone, e.g., the Sicily Sea Zone is adjacent to the Italy Sea Zone and the Africa Sea Zone, but not the Corsica-Sardinia Sea 

Zone. 

IMPORTANT: The presence of an enemy Fleet does not prevent the Fleet from leaving or entering a Sea Zone.  There is no 

“interception” in this game; however, a player may never enter an enemy’s Home Port. 

A Fleet cannot be moved unless it contains at least 1 Warship, i.e., the player’s Warship track is at 1 or higher. 

5.6.2 – Withdraw from a siege 

As a free action, a player may choose to withdraw from a siege.  The result of this action is the same as if the player lost 

the siege, i.e., lose a non-Location card from those in the Battle Card space, the remaining cards are placed onto your 

Discard pile, your opponent gains 1 Prestige point and places the cards from his Battle Card space into his Discard pile.  

You may not withdraw from a siege in the same round that you began the siege. 

Note: A player may not withdraw from field battles, only from sieges (locations with Fortification tokens). 

Player’s Note: This is useful for those times when you are convinced you are going to lose a siege anyway and would rather cycle 

your cards back into your deck as soon as possible and/or you want to launch an attack somewhere else. 

5.6.3 – Build a Warship 

A player may pay 3 Silver and play a card with a Colonist symbol to increase the marker on their Warship track by 1.  

This action can be performed regardless if the Fleet is at sea or in your Home Port.  However, you may not build a 

Warship in the same round in which you engaged an enemy Fleet.  Both players are limited to a maximum 8 Warships. 

5.6.4 – Pass  

A player may do nothing during the round to collect 1 Silver.  A player cannot pass more than once in the same round. 

6 – Ending the Game 
 

6.1 – Automatic Victory 

Rome wins immediately if either a battle is won in Carthage or Rome settles Carthage.  Carthage wins immediately if 

either a battle is won in Rome or Carthage settles Rome.  In the case of a battle, it is not necessary for a Town token to 

be placed in the location to trigger the victory condition. 

A player wins automatically if either there is at least a 25 VP lead over the opponent at the end of a Campaign or a 

player has captured every location in Sicily. 

6.2 – Game Ending Conditions 

If the game does not end in an automatic victory, then the game lasts until one of 

these conditions has been met at the end of a player’s round: 
 

• A player has placed all of his Town or City tokens onto the board 

• A player has captured 10 points worth of Town and/or City tokens from his 

opponent; a Town token is worth 1 point, and a City token is worth 2 points 

• A player has 8 Prestige points 

• 12 turns have elapsed 

• A player has scored at least 90 VP 

• The Peace random event causes the game to end (see Figure 22). 

The Campaign card is removed the instant one of the game ending conditions has 

been met before the Carthaginian player refills his Hand. 

Figure 22 – “Peace” Event card 
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Except for automatic victory conditions, the game cannot end if there are any battles in progress at the start of a 

player’s round.  In that case the players continue, performing whatever actions they wish, except that neither player 

may start a new land or naval battle elsewhere. Once the last remaining battle has been resolved the game ends 

immediately (before any actions are played).  If the Carthaginian player runs out of cards at this time and needs to 

draw again, reshuffle the discard deck and draw, but since the Campaign card has been removed, do not resolve a 

Random Event, collect VP, collect Silver or cycle Strategy cards. 

Each player then tallies their end of game victory points, which are added to their running total.  Both players add: 

• 1 VP for each friendly-controlled developed Location (in supply) 

• 1 VP for each Prestige point 

• 1 VP for each captured Town token 

• 2 VP for each captured City disc 

• VP of all captured enemy starting locations, whether or not they are in supply 

• 5 VP if the player owns 7 or more areas in Sicily, whether or not they are in supply 

• 2 VP if the player owns 3 or more areas in Corsica-Sardinia, whether or not they are in supply. 
 

The player who has the highest total VP is the winner.  In the case of a tie, then the Carthaginian player is the winner. 

6 – Fate Token (Optional Rule) 
There is a Fate token included in the game, and neither player starts with it.  However, the first time 

you are negatively affected by a random event, or your opponent is the beneficiary of a positive event; 

you take possession of the token.  As long as you possess the Fate token, all future random event rolls 

are modified by 1 in your favor.  If, while in possession of the token, your opponent is stricken by a 

negative event, or you are the beneficiary of a positive event, then you set aside the token (regardless 

of whether or not the modifier actually helped you).  You or your opponent could later acquire the 

Fate token, perhaps multiple times, depending on how the random events fall. 

Note: You must actually be affected by a negative event in some way to receive the token.  If, for example, you are hit by Storms at 

Sea but do not possess any ships, then you do NOT receive the Fate token. 

The rules for the modifier are the same as the Devotio Strategy card and are cumulative with that card.  In other words, 

if you have both the Devotio card and the Fate token, random events would be modified by 2 in your favor. 

7 – Fortuna Expansion Rules 
This mini-expansion was introduced in the initial (2015) Kickstarter campaign and adds three new elements to Hands 

in the Sea.  The first is a different set of Strategy cards to be used in conjunction with the Strategy card maintenance 

rule.  This rule adds a cumulative maintenance cost to Strategy cards that make them more difficult to hang onto for 

long periods of time.  The second is Deus Ex Machina cards.  These are one-time events that players can use at certain 

points during the game to give them an advantage, but at the cost of VP.  Lastly, there are 5 alternate Random Events 

that players may use instead of their deadlier originals. 

IMPORTANT: All of the expansion rules are optional and must be agreed to in advance by both players before being used. 

7.1 – Strategy Card Maintenance 

The alternate Strategy cards can be identified by the presence of a green numbered icon in the 

upper right corner of each card.  This icon is the maintenance cost for the Strategy card.  At the 

end of each Campaign sequence, you must pay the maintenance cost for your Strategy card.  After 

collecting income, pay 1 Silver for the maintenance cost on your Strategy card, e.g., if your 

maintenance cost was 3, then you would pay 3 Silver, and so on.  Then increase the maintenance 

cost using the Maintenance tokens included in the base game.  

Example: If Rome purchases the Diplomacy Strategy card (see Figure 23), Rome will not pay any maintenance on the first turn.  

However, the maintenance cost would increase based upon the maintenance cost listed in the upper right corner of the card.  Rome 

would then place the “1” red Maintenance token on the Strategy card after collecting income.  At the end of the next Campaign 

sequence, Rome would pay the current maintenance cost on the card denoted by the Maintenance token, (i.e., 1 Silver), and then 
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increase the Maintenance cost once again.  The Diplomacy card has a maintenance cost of 1, 

so Rome simply flips the Maintenance token to the back side to reveal “2”. During the end of 

the next Campaign sequence, Rome would then pay 2 Silver, and increase the Maintenance 

cost to 3. 

Note: The alternate Strategy cards have maintenance costs that range from 0 to 2.  

If you can no longer pay the maintenance cost, then the Strategy card is no longer in 

effect.  In this case, you would flip the Strategy card over as a reminder to not pay 

maintenance.  Once flipped, a Strategy card cannot be un-flipped while you still 

own it, and it is no longer considered in play for Random Events.  You may still 

discard a flipped Strategy card as an action, as defined in the base rules for 

discarding a Strategy card.  

IMPORTANT: When using this rule, you must use the alternate Strategy cards that came 

with this expansion. 

Designer’s Note: This variant was strongly considered as a core rule as a way to force a bit 

more churn in terms of purchasing and discarding Strategy cards.  However, in the end, I decided just to make it an optional rule to 

help reduce complexity.  Although not mandatory, I would recommend this rule for tournament play. 

7.2 – Deus Ex Machina Cards 

Prior to the start of the game, each player randomly selects 1 of the Deus Ex 

Machina cards for its power and sets it aside, keeping it secret.  Do not mix 

this card in with your Draw deck.  These are one-time events that may be 

played at any time during the player’s round as a free action.  Most Deus Ex 

Machina cards require a cost in VP in order to play, though one card 

(Gladiatorial Contest) costs Silver instead.  Adjust the VP track (or spend 

Silver), as needed. 

A Deus Ex Machina card cannot be played once an end-game condition has 

been met.  Once played, it is removed from the game permanently.   

Below is a bit of background to explain the basis of each card. 

Carthaginian Cards 
Sacrifice to Baal – Both Plutarch and Diodorus Siculus report that the 

Carthaginians engaged in child sacrifice.  Although there is some debate, the modern archaeological evidence seems to 

support that conclusion. 

Council of 104 – This was an independent tribunal of judges that acted as the highest constitutional authority in 

Carthage.  Their original responsibility was primarily to keep the military in check.  However, their power effectively 

exceeded their own senate, and they became tyrannical until the reforms of Hannibal, who instituted term limits. 

Serpent of Africa – The historian Orosius records that while the Roman Consul Regulus was camped in Africa near the 

Bagradas River, his army was briefly waylaid by a giant python, reportedly over 120 feet long.  They used siege engines 

to kill it.  “Believe it…or not.” 

Western Resources – Carthage obtained substantial quantities of gold, silver, tin, and iron from Africa and Spain, areas 

over which they had a tight monopoly.  It was from this wealth that Carthage was able to raise large armies. 

Roman Cards 
Gladiatorial Contest – The historian Livy records that the first gladiatorial contests started in 264 BC, the same year 

that the First Punic War started.  Although religious in origin, over time, the purpose of gladiatorial contests changed 

to simply offering entertainment to its audiences and the subsequent political benefits for those who sponsored them. 

Noble Citizens – After the naval defeat at Drepana, Rome simply did not have the funds in its treasury to rebuild its 

navy.  However, a series of private loans from leading citizens gave them the money and material needed to rebuild 

their fleet and once again challenge Carthage at sea. 

Figure 23 – Alternate Strategy Card 
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Punic Treachery – The historian Frontinus records that in 261 BC, the Carthaginian general Hanno, faced with four 

thousand Celtic mercenaries who were threatening to revolt, personally promised them their money and then sent 

them out on a foraging mission.  What he failed to mention was that he had also informed the nearby Roman consul 

when and where these particular Celts were foraging.  The Celts were cut down by the Romans, and Hanno’s money 

problems were solved. 

Vestal Sacrifice – Although rare, the Romans did resort to human sacrifices in 

extremely desperate times, such as the sacrifice (burial) of two vestals, as well as the 

sacrifice of a Greek and a Gaul, after the battle of Cannae in the Second Punic War. 

7.3 – Alternate Random Event Cards 

There are 5 alternate Random Events included in the expansion, which can be 

differentiated from the originals by the Question Mark icon in the upper left corner 

(see Figure 24).  You may choose to use some or all of these cards instead of their 

original counterpart as you see fit if you feel the original events are too harsh.  The 

alternate Random Events are Leaders Quarrel, Mercenary Revolt, Naval Disaster, 

Rebellion, and Storms at Sea.  In each case, the alternate cards are less severe than 

their original version.  In the case of Storms at Sea, only 1 of the original cards is 

replaced, the other remains in the deck. 
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Companion Guide 
The designer has created a Companion Guide that contains additional information and 

clarifications on some of the Random Events, Strategy cards, and Empire cards.  Please 

check this guide for questions about specific cards, as they may be answered there. 

This guide also contains rule variants that players may opt to use instead of, or in 

addition to, the standard rules.  A full-color deluxe book with artwork can be obtained 

from Knight Works, or you may download a free black and white text only version of 

the PDF from the following link: www.BoardGameGeek.com/boardgame/136955/. 
 

 

Expansive Actions (5.1) 
Each player should strive to expand their empire.  The following actions allow you to do this in some way: 

• Settle a Location (5.1.1) 

• Develop a Location (5.1.2) 

• Fortify a Location (5.1.3) 

Aggressive Actions (5.2) 
These actions involve players in some form of conflict: 

• Attack a Location (5.2.1) 

• Reinforce a Land Battle (5.2.2) 

• Cavalry Raid (5.2.4) 

• Engage Enemy Fleet (5.2.5) 

• Bribery (5.2.6) 

Financial Actions (5.3) 
These actions allow you to gain Silver: 

• Take Money (5.3.1) 

• Trader (5.3.2) 

• Merchant (5.3.3) 

• Pillage (5.3.4) 

Card Management Actions (5.4) 
These actions allow you to manage cards in some manner: 

• Draft Empire Card (5.4.1) 

• Discard Card(s) (5.4.2) 

• Return Card to Empire Deck (5.4.3) 

• Reserve 1 Card (5.4.4) 

• Retrieve Card(s) from your Reserve (5.4.5)  

Note: There are also Empire cards that allow you to manage your cards in various ways.  See the card descriptions for details. 

Strategy Actions (5.5) 
These actions apply to the management of Strategy cards: 

• Buy Strategy Card (5.5.1) 

• Discard Strategy Card (5.5.2) 

• Cycle Strategy Cards (5.5.3) 

Other Actions (5.6) 
• Sea Move (5.6.1) 

• Withdraw from a Siege (5.6.2) 

• Build a Warship (5.6.3) 

• Pass (5.6.4) 

http://www.boardgamegeek.com/boardgame/136955/

